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Ye Chen's face changed. He only felt the breath on the magic sword. He had reached six levels of heaven 

in the true world, and endless evil Qi and killing intention surged in. 

 

In addition to the Fengxing meteorite, who else can there be in the whole ghost palace? 

 

"Ha ha ha, reincarnation Lord, you finally come." 

 

An old figure, tearing the void, flies out from the depths of the magic spirit palace. 

 

The white hair of the old man is not the white hair of the old man, but the white hair of the old man. 

 

"Fengxing meteorite, have you refined the imperial edict of heaven?" 

 

Chen, the face of the dead leaves. 

 

This old man, no doubt, is the wind star meteorite! 

 

At the moment, Fengxing meteorite has the shadow of emperor Shitian, which has obviously refined the 

Fu Zhao given by Emperor Shitian. 

 

According to the calculation of time, Fengxing meteorite should not be completed so soon. 

 

"Emperor Wuqu, thank you for holding two sticks of incense for me. You're hurt a lot. Go and heal it." 

 



Fengxing meteorite offered a piece of spiritual bone to the emperor of Wuqu. 

 

"Thank you very much 

 

The emperor of Wuqu took the spirit bone and sat down with his knees crossed on one side. 

 

"Two sticks of incense? Damn it, the law of time has been tampered with 

 

Ye Chen face a burst of shock, suddenly out of a cold sweat. 

 

Just now, the battle with emperor Wuqu took place between the electric light and flint, that is, more 

than a dozen breaths. Even half a stick of incense has not passed, but now two sticks of incense have 

passed. 

 

Obviously, the great emperor of Wuqu quietly revised the law of time by setting himself in the world of 

heaven. Ye Chen and others only paid attention to his sage's way of doing things, but didn't pay any 

attention to the passage of time. Finally, they were deceived by him and dragged to Fengxing's death! 

 

Aware of this scene, Zha Tianmo Di, Xuelong and Xiao shuihan also took a breath of cool air, and they 

did not find it. 

 

The great emperor of Wuqu is worthy of being a saint in ancient times. His meticulous mind and decisive 

means are admirable. He has actually concealed all the people. 

 

Now in the hands of emperor Wuqu, the spirit bone used for healing is filled with the breath of six ways 

of reincarnation. It is just a section of bone in Ye Chen's previous life! 

 

This section of Dao bone is full of aura, bright and brilliant. There are all kinds of reincarnation patterns 

interwoven, and the runes flow layer by layer. The aura is very abundant. 

 

Ye Chen looked at it and felt the blood in his body, faintly boiling. 

 



This reincarnation Dao bone belongs to Ye Chen's previous life. If he can be integrated and refined, his 

blood will surely advance by leaps and bounds. 

 

But now, the wind star falls, and there is the shadow of emperor yuan hall behind it. Ye Chen wants to 

take back Daogu, which can be said to be more difficult than ascending to heaven. 

 

"Hahaha, reincarnation master, do you think you can make trouble in my territory by relying on many 

people? The emperor Yuan Fu Zhao, such as the emperor Shi personally arrived, the future is in heaven, 

open 

 

Fengxing fell to the sky and laughed. His white hair was flying. Every white hair seemed to have turned 

into 3000 Zhang long, which filled the shadow of the emperor's interpretation of heaven. All kinds of 

runes interweaved and finally evolved into a layer of self-reliance. 

 

This is the future of emperor Shitian! 

 

Ordinary self-reliance is just a world, but the future of emperor Shitian is tens of millions of white hair 

and tens of millions of world. Every hair can evolve into a world. 

 

Fengxing meteorite got the imperial edict of emperor Shitian. At this moment, as if emperor Shitian had 

come in person, his white hair was flying, and layers of the world were spreading out. 

 

All of a sudden, ye Chen, Zha Tian Mo Di, Xue long, and Xiao shuihan all fell into an endless world of self 

existence. 

 

It seems that there is a kind of evil spirit in the future, which is reflected in the evil world I'm sorry. 

 

"Be careful!" 

 

"Hongmeng big star sky, guard!" 

 



Ye Chen's face changed, and the emperor's future was in the sky, with a strong air of fantasy, which 

could shake the moving spirit and make people fall into the devil's heart. 

 

This self-contained, not as fierce as the heart demon's big curse sword, but countless layers of world 

interweave and envelop, making people breathless. 

 

Ye Chen supports the great starry sky of Hongmeng, but under the pressure of the laws of the world, his 

sky is also on the verge of extinction. 

 

The emperor Shitian knew that ye Chen understood the great sky of Hongmeng, and ordinary heart 

demons could do nothing to him. So this time, he did not issue the heart evil Fu Zhao, but cut off a wisp 

of his own white hair, sacrificed a lot of aura, and gave fengxingxiao a batch of white hair Fu Zhao. 

 

These white hair Fu Zhao have been refined by Fengxing meteorite. Now Fengxing meteorite releases 

tens of thousands of layers of future self-reliance as soon as it raises its hand. Relying on the heavy 

world law, it constantly bombards Ye Chen's starry sky and wants to crush it completely. 

 

Ye Chen's big starry sky, after all, is just an embryonic form. Under the suppression of the endless world, 

it will collapse at any time. 

 

"Master, what shall I do?"As soon as the voice of the blood dragon sank, he, the dark emperor and Xiao 

shuihan all flew to Ye Chen, hiding under the great starry sky of Hongmeng, avoiding the suppression of 

the imaginary world and the infinite law. 

 

Fengxingqiu has the white hair Fu Zhao of emperor Shitian, just like emperor Shitian's presence, 

countless layers of future are in heaven, and death and death suppress Ye Chen and others. 

 

Ye Chen this time, is equal to facing the threat of emperor Shitian! 

 

If you insist on fighting, you can still rush out with the fighting power of Ye Chen's four men. 

 

But the problem is, after they rush out, they must lose their spiritual power. When they go to face the 

wind star meteorite, how can they fight? 



 

We should know that Fengxing meteorite opens up the future in the sky, which is the Fu Zhao of 

emperor's interpretation of heaven, and does not need to spend much effort on itself. 

 

Ye Chen's face sank, but also felt the thorny situation. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, I will help you!" 

 

"My Tianyou abyss technique can effectively break through the heaven in the world. Let me do it to 

break the emperor's interpretation of heaven's future self-reliance!" 

 

At this time, ye Chen heard the samsara cemetery, the voice of Tianyou Zen woman. 

 

On hearing this, ye Chen's eyes brightened. The Tianyou abyss technique of Tianyou Zen woman really 

has the effect of breaking free from the sky, and may be able to crush the interwoven future world in 

front of you. 

 

"Good, thank you for your help 

 

Ye Chen heart a joy, immediately agreed to come down. 

 

"The will of heaven is like Zen, and the sound of Buddha is curling up. The Buddhas have opened up and 

the abyss has been swallowed up." 

 

Tianyou Chan woman drinks softly and emits an ancient singing sound. All her spiritual power is 

projected onto Ye Chen's body. 

 

Whoa! 

 

All of a sudden, ye Chen felt the whole body breath burst, a wisp of Zen sound and Buddhist seal, 

constantly diffuse out. 



 

Tianyou is a Zen woman. She enters the martial arts with the sound of Zen. When she shows her magic 

power, she is surrounded by the light of Buddha and the sound of Zen. She is solemn and powerful. 

 

After being infused with the spiritual power of Tianyou Zen woman, ye Chen's sound of Tianlong and 

eight gods, and fahua's silence of the sky, are automatically released, and a Buddhist boundary is deeply 

imprinted on the ground. 
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"Tianyou abyss technique, open!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are like electricity. He looks around and his fingerprints move. He immediately uses 

Tianyou abyss technique. 

 

Suddenly, a piece of Buddha light, intertwined in the top of Ye Chen. 

 

In the light of Buddha, there is a venerable Bodhisattva and Buddha standing high. 

 

A Bodhisattva, golden and angry, cleaved out a handprint and abruptly opened up an abyss. 

 

This abyss is similar to the way of taishangtianyuan in the palace of emperor yuan, but it has an effect of 

swallowing and destroying the world of heaven! 

 

As soon as the abyss broke out, a layer of futuristic world around Ye Chen collapsed, and countless 

brilliant and holy gods screamed and were devoured by the Buddhist abyss. 

 

Buddhism also has anger. Buddhism is angry. The abyss is opened, killing all demons, burying all illusory 

worlds, achieving the true self and lawlessness. 

 



"What kind of magic is this?" 

 

Fengxing meteorite looked at a piece of self in the sky were swallowed up by Ye Chen's abyss, suddenly 

a burst of shock. 

 

The abyss was not the desperate abyss in the palace of emperor yuan, but the awe inspiring and 

dignified spirit of Buddhism. 

 

Along with the application of Tianyou abyss technique, ye Chen's music of the eight gods of heaven and 

dragons, Dharma flowers and annihilation of the sky and so on, all kinds of Dharma avenues, such as 

golden dragon circling in the abyss, sinking into a piece of world, and the horror of silencing the starry 

sky also spread continuously. 

 

"Master's magic power is really earth shaking!" 

 

Xiao shuihan also issued a shocking voice. Just now, he was also afraid of the future of Fengxing 

meteorite. But for a moment, ye Chen turned on the great magic power and devoured all the free world. 

 

Zhang Tianmo Di and Xuelong also have a shocking look on their faces. Ye Chen's cards are just endless 

and disappear every time. Ye Chen always brings them new surprises. 

 

In a flash, the free world opened by Fengxing meteorite was completely swallowed up. 

 

He had white hair and lost his crystal color. The shadow of emperor Shitian disappeared completely. His 

hair returned to the old and decadent appearance, and there was no trace of natural bearing. 

 

"No way! This is the self-reliance of the emperor. How can you swallow it up? " 

 

Fengxing meteorite fell back again and again, still can't believe the scene in front of him. 

 

This scene is really shocking. Thousands of layers of fantasy world, representing the future of self-

reliance, has been swallowed up. 



 

"If the emperor Shitian comes in person, I may be afraid, but with you, I can't turn any waves!" 

 

Ye Chen has a sharp look in his eyes and a finger in his hand is dead. The Buddha light from the dead sky 

of fahua is shooting out. If he wants to destroy the starry sky, he is heading for the wind star. 

 

Feng Xingwei's face changed. Although he was a strong man in the six layers of the real world, he was 

burdened with the samsara cause and effect, and his karma was too deep. Facing Ye Chen's attack, his 

blood and realm were suppressed and he could not breathe. The mere silence made him feel as if he 

were facing a great enemy. 

 

"Meteor shield, protect!" 

 

At a critical juncture, Fengxing meteor's whole body burst with evil Qi, and unfolded the technique, 

forming a huge shield. The shield was surrounded by layers of magic symbols, which was very thick and 

solid, as if it could resist the natural disasters caused by the falling stars. 

 

Hiss! 

 

Ye Chen points to extinguish the light of Buddha, and points to kill it. It is blocked immediately. 

 

"Tianyou abyss technique, what's the relationship between you and Tianyou Zen woman? Who are you, 

greedy wolf 

 

On one side, the emperor of Wuqu is healing. Seeing ye Chen's technique, his eyes widened and his 

heart pounded. 

 

He is very clear that the Tianyou abyss technique is the technique of Tianyou Zen woman. 

 

And Tianyou Zen girl is the sister of his elder brother greedy wolf emperor! 

 



For the greedy wolf emperor, Emperor Wuqu has great respect and fear. If ye Chen has the cause and 

effect of greedy wolf emperor, he can't let Ye Chen go. 

 

Because he betrayed his school at that time and had completely broken away from the holy religion. He 

could not let go of anyone who had something to do with it. 

 

"It's none of your business. I'll deal with you later!" 

 

Ye Chen's cold eyes squinted at the emperor of Wuqu, and immediately all eyes fell on Fengxing 

meteorite. 

 

Now Fengxing meteorite is the biggest threat! 

 

"Star soul chop!" 

 

Ye Chen soul body transformation, Sha sword sacrifice! Endless force surging! 

 

But the sword was blocked again! 

 

Damn it! 

 

"Falling dust and descending dragon sword, blood moon butcher the sky, kill me!" 

 

Ye Chen suddenly drinks a sound, at this moment he just devours in the sky, the wind star meteorite has 

not completely returned to God, it is his great opportunity to make a move. 

 

When the moon falls, the sword comes out of the sky! 

 

Each round of blood moon is full of scarlet, monstrous, dazzling and bright light. The martial arts sword 

spirit is constantly exploding, like the vast sea surging, the boundless great power covering down, as if 

from the source of ancient times, and as if from the sky, the endless sky. 



 

Five rounds of blood moon, brand void, destroy the sky and destroy the earth's terrible majesty, frighten 

thousands of square, heaven and earth sent out the ancient lament, the whole underground world 

seems to be shaking, all existence seems to be subject to the majesty of blood moon.Hiss! 

 

Ye Chen's sword was cut down. In the void, five rounds of blood moon roared and rioted, and the 

moonlight of infinite blood color rolled and poured down. With Ye Chen's sword, the fierce blood red 

light column and the bloody sword gas crashed down the head of xiangfengxing. 

 

This sword, ye Chen can be said to have done his best, not to kill Fengxing meteorite completely, but at 

least to hit hard! 

 

Boom! 

 

As the sword fell, the surrounding space burst and disappeared. In an instant, the world turned into a 

vacuum. The layers of palace buildings in the magic spirit palace were all paper paste and were 

completely crushed. 

 

Blood moon sword light wipe, from the top of the void, all the way to the ground, space split, a terrible 

crack down, shocking, very terrible. 

 

This blood moon slaughters the sky, destroys mountains and rivers, cuts down heaven and earth, and 

destroys all ages. 

 

This is also ye Chen's strongest sword in the perception of blood moon butcher day! 

 

In the underground world, I don't know how many minerals, how many mountains, how many trees, 

were destroyed by Ye Chen. 

 

On the earth, a crack was opened. There was a rolling underground river, which was dyed red with 

blood and flowed out like lava. All the disciples of the nearby magic spirit palace were killed by the 

sword spirit. The blood was red and the smell was flowing. 

 



Ye Chen's sword is so powerful that he has used all his spiritual power at all costs! 

 

"Puff!" 

 

Fengxing meteorite was caught off guard and couldn't hide from ye Chen's blood moon sword. His body 

was immediately cut by the sword Qi, and the blood gushed from his mouth. 

 

"It's done!" 

 

Ye Chen's face turned pale. He used all his spiritual power to kill the sky with blood moon. In a flash, he 

finally hit fengxingqiu with a sword. 

 

With Ye Chen's current strength, even if he tried his best, he could not hurt the strong one of the six 

layers of heaven in Huanzhen state. But now, relying on the power of Tianyou Zen woman, he broke out 

the blood moon butcher sky chopping again. Taking advantage of Fengxing meteorite's absence and 

suppression, he finally cut Fengxing meteorite. 
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"Let's go 

 

Ye Chen drinks violently, urge to cover the sky evil emperor and others to start. 

 

Now ye Chen just cut the cold star meteorite, and did not kill it. If you give him a breath of breath, you 

may have a chance to turn the table. 

 

Therefore, we must kill all the victims before we can solve all the problems! 

 

At present, ye Chen's spiritual power is greatly depleted, and he has not much power, so he can only 

rely on covering up the heaven and evil emperor and others. 



 

Seeing the wind star falling down on his chest, the dark devil emperor couldn't help but shrink his pupils 

and said, "boy, you can't even cut a strong man of this level with one sword. It's unexpected." 

 

When he spoke, he clapped out the palm of his hand, and the evil spirit burst. He wanted to beat down 

the water dog and kill fengxingmeteor. 

 

He knew that Fengxing meteorite was suppressed by Ye Chen's cause and effect, and now he is injured 

again, which is the best time for him to make a move. 

 

"The abyss, hide the wound!" 

 

Fengxing meteorite life and death, suddenly eyes a cold, sacrifice a Fu Zhao. 

 

This Fu Zhao, which is surrounded by the breath of the dark abyss, is the Fuzhao evolved from the 

supreme heaven. 

 

Whoa! 

 

Fengxing meteorite offered Fu Zhao, but in an instant, he opened up an abyss space in his body, hiding 

his injury completely. 

 

The sword wound on fengxingmeteor disappeared, and the whole person recovered to the peak. 

 

"What!" 

 

Seeing this scene, Zha Tianmo Di was shocked. He clapped it in the past. He was demonized by Fengxing 

meteorite and stabbed by a sword. He almost penetrated his palm. 

 

The devil emperor stopped quickly and took back his hand. 

 



"Opening up the abyss and concealing the wound is so magical 

 

Ye Chen sees the appearance, also is astounded unceasingly. 

 

Fengxing meteorite actually used the way of the supreme heaven to open up a small world of abyss in 

his body, hiding the wound temporarily. This method is simply incredible. 

 

Xiao shuihan and Xuelong are surprised to see it. 

 

The legendary way of Tianyuan is really mysterious. All kinds of means to open up the abyss can not only 

devour the starry sky and annihilate all enemies, but also hide the soul and hide the wound. 

 

Fengxingmeteor's injury was suddenly hidden, although in the future, the injury will recur, but at least 

now, he has no scar, the breath is complete as before. 

 

"Ha ha, reincarnation Lord, I admit you have some tricks." 

 

"But it's a pity that you have to face not only me, but also the whole palace of emperor yuan!" 

 

Fengxingmeteor is indifferent and smiles. His big hands open, and his Fuzhao pieces are dense, flying out 

of his back. 

 

This dense Fuzhao is surrounded by many abyssal disasters. Actually, it is all abyssal Fuzhao, which was 

created by the eight old masters of the mind with their great spiritual power. 

 

Countless Fu Zhao came, ye Chen and others suddenly suffocated, as if to see the heart demon eight old 

re-entry. 

 

"The supreme abyss, devouring all the world!" 

 

The wind blows down the sky like a wind. 



 

Boom! 

 

The earth shakes and the underground world cracks. 

 

A piece of bottomless abyss suddenly emerged. 

 

All of a sudden, ye Chen felt that his feet were empty, the earth was swallowed up, and turned into an 

endless abyss and emptiness. He could not see the bottom at all, only endless darkness and natural 

disasters, and even monsters roaring in different space seemed to spread out. 

 

"Not good!" 

 

Ye Chen's eye pupil shrinks, flies in a hurry to resist the wind, flees the abyss's attack to kill. 

 

But the abyss, like a black hole, send out bursts of terrible suction, constantly pulling Ye Chen's body to 

swallow him up. 

 

Ye Chen only feels the pressure is huge, can't escape completely, the whole person is captured by the 

abyss suction, falling into the abyss is only a matter of time. 

 

At this time, Lian Tianyou Chan woman's strength also reached the limit and went back to the samsara 

cemetery. 

 

Ye Chen can only rely on his own residual strength to fight against the abyss, the pressure can be 

imagined. 

 

The three men, including the demon emperor, Xiao shuihan and Xuelong, were also shrouded in the 

abyss disaster and could not escape. 

 

"Reincarnation Lord, if you don't have the chart of the yellow spring, I'll see how you can resist the 

impact of the abyss." 



 

Wind Star meteorite see ye Chen and other people's embarrassed appearance, suddenly ha ha sneer, a 

face proud. 

 

Now ye Chen's chart of the yellow spring has been destroyed. Without this magic weapon, you can't 

resist the swallowing of the abyss. 

 

"Master, let's rush out together!" 

 

Xiao shuihan bit his teeth, and the light of Buddha surged on his body. This piece of abyss, swallowing 

breath, is very terrible. If they are really swallowed, they will definitely fall into the endless abyss world, 

wandering in countless parallel space-time and different space, until their spiritual power is exhausted 

and die. 

 

As long as we fight together and crush all the abysses, we will have a trace of vitality. 

 

"Don't be impulsive." 

 

Ye Chen's face sinks. Although his chart of the yellow spring is destroyed, it is still possible for him to 

rush out with the strength of Xiao shuihan, the dark emperor and the blood dragon.But the problem is, 

after rushing out, how to face the wind star meteorite? 

 

Now Fengxing meteorite's spiritual power is not consumed. What he consumes is only the imperial edict 

of emperor yuan palace. 

 

If ye Chen and others try their best, even if they rush out, they are not the enemy of Fengxing meteorite. 

 

Just now ye Chen had the assistance of Tianyou Zen woman, who could easily break through the future 

of emperor Shitian. But now, facing the Wanzhong abyss of eight evil spirits, ye Chen feels extremely 

difficult. 

 

The situation is turning around again. 



 

"Spell it 

 

Ye Chen bit his teeth, and all over his body a trace of source symbols emerged. The sword in his hand 

burst out the light of the star soul, and the reincarnation veins loomed in the palm. 

 

He is ready to work hard alone to crush all the abyss alone, so that the magic emperor and others can 

retain their spiritual power and fight for opportunities. 

 

Although the chart of the yellow spring was destroyed, ye Chen has made a lot of progress compared 

with the Tu Sheng assembly. Even though his spiritual power is greatly depleted, if he wants to work 

hard, Fengxing meteorite may not be able to stop him even if he wants to lay down a ten thousand 

abyss. 

 

However, the price of desperate is that ye Chen's foundation of martial arts is likely to be completely 

damaged! 

 

"Master, let me do it!" 

 

When ye Chen wants to fight hard, the blood dragon flies out. 

 

"I'll crush the abyss, you get out of here!" 

 

"The sky Gang is dead, the dragon will never die, and the abyss will be suppressed!" 

 

The blood dragon roared, and before ye Chen and others came back to their senses, they had already 

shown their magic power. A continuous stream of ancient Hongmeng Qi evolved into Tiangang Jue Ming 

Fu, and finally formed "kill!" "Absolutely "Fierce!" "War!" "Fight!" "Remnant!" "Reverse!" Seven big 

characters, around the blood dragon. 

 

There is also a trace of the dark breath of eternal night, also with the blood dragon body fusion. 

 



The blood dragon has been inherited from the ancient ancestor dragon, and has acquired considerable 

attainments in the cultivation of Yuanshu, which can be used to reverse the thirty-three Tianhong 

Mongolian method. 

 

Now the blood dragon's Tiangang Jue Ming Fu and the darkness of eternal night are all ancient methods 

of Hongmeng. 
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"Blood dragon!" 

 

Ye Chen was surprised, but he didn't expect that the blood dragon would suddenly come out. 

 

The huge body of the blood dragon, with the majestic breath of breathing in the starry sky and 

suppressing the world, opens its mouth and utters a dragon song. The disaster gas of the surrounding 

abyss is quickly dispersed. 

 

The long dragon body suppresses all the abyssal disaster gas, 

 

there are also wisps of Kui water source gas, which turn into torrents and pour into the abyss to 

suppress the impact of disaster gas. 

 

This is GUI water source symbol. 

 

At that time, the blood dragon killed the first generation of Tianxin sword butterfly and seized the GUI 

water source symbol. Now it is released and can slightly suppress the breath of the abyss. 

 

"Master, you go out and kill fengxingqiu quickly!" 

 

The blood dragon's eyes were cracked, and the blood essence of his body was burning faintly. It was 

only after he had lost all his spiritual power that he could suppress the abyss. 



 

But this suppression can not last long. Once the abyss turns back, the blood dragon will surely die. 

 

"Ha ha ha, you don't know whether to die or not. You're a little evil dragon, and you're trying to 

suppress the abyss?" 

 

Fengxing meteorite cold voice a smile, in his eyes, the blood dragon is completely beyond his capacity. 

 

These abysses are all evolved from Fuzhao made by the eight old masters of heart demons. If the eight 

old masters of heart demons come in person, can the blood dragon resist it? At most, in half a incense 

stick time, the blood dragon will be devoured by the abyss, and there will be no bones left. 

 

"Go ahead and kill fengxingqiu!" 

 

Ye Chen bit his teeth and immediately flew out. 

 

At present, all the abysses are temporarily suppressed by the blood dragon. However, the situation of 

the blood dragon is very dangerous. Once the time goes on, he will fall into the bottomless abyss, and 

even the dregs will not be left. 

 

Therefore, ye Chen must solve the problem of Fengxing meteorite as soon as possible and save the 

blood dragon. 

 

Ye Chen's constitution is amazing. He has just used the blood moon Tu Tian chop and the star soul chop, 

which has consumed a lot of spiritual power, but now he has recovered a lot, which is enough to support 

the battle. 

 

Cover the sky evil emperor and Xiao shuihan also quickly follow out, three people join hands to kill Xiang 

Fengxing meteorite. 

 

"Oh, in vain." 

 



"The spirit refining tripod of hundred demons is shrouded in me!" 

 

However, fengxingxiao's face was cold. With a wave of his big hand, he blew up a huge four legged 

bronze tripod, which flew out of his body and quickly became bigger, as if it had turned into a big world, 

enveloping all three of Ye Chen. 

 

Boom! 

 

When the tripod falls, the evil spirit vibrates. 

 

Ye Chen opened his eyes and immediately saw that he had been shrouded in the world of bronze 

tripods. There were thick bronze walls on all sides. There were layers of ancient patterns carved on the 

walls, and all kinds of evil spirits were constantly rising and falling. 

 

The dark emperor and Xiao shuihan were also shrouded in by the giant tripod. 

 

"As long as I hold you half a stick of incense and wait for the abyss to come again, you will die." 

 

The Fengxing meteorite is high in the sky of the giant tripod world. 

 

He is very clear that ye Chen, Zha Tianmo Di and Xiao shuihan are all very powerful. If he tries to kill 

them, he will have to pay a huge price. 

 

At present, the best choice is to delay time. After waiting for half a stick of incense, the blood dragon 

can't hold on and is swallowed up by the abyss. When the endless abyss comes back again, ye Chen and 

others can be swallowed up. He uses the power of the eight old men of the heart demon to kill people 

with a knife. 

 

Ye Chen's face sank. First of all, he carefully explored the laws of the giant cauldron world. Whether it 

was the law of space or the law of time, it was normal and had not been tampered with. 

 



Obviously, fengxingxiao doesn't need to play these tricks. As long as he relies on his own strength and 

delays half a stick of incense, he can succeed. 

 

"This magic weapon of mine is the real treasure of the evil way, and the soul refining tripod of hundred 

demons. I'll see how you can escape within half a incense stick." 

 

"The world is full of demons, and the world of mortals is endless!" 

 

Fengxing meteor's eyes twinkled, playing a line of magic formula. In the giant tripod world, bursts of 

shrill sound, millions of demons wail and howl, and Demons dance in disorder. 

 

The wind star meteor steps on the eight wasteland, summoning a group of demons. The demon voice is 

fierce, and flies from the endless void. Big demons come in one after another, surrounded by the wind 

stars. Like the demon lord, there is a touch of monstrous spirit pouring on him. 

 

"Thirty three days Hongmeng treasure, hundred demons soul refining tripod!" 

 

Ye Chen's pupil shrinks and suddenly recognizes it. 

 

The magic weapon of fengxingmeteor is the hundred demons soul refining tripod in the most precious 

treasure of Hongmeng in the thirtieth day. Later, it was refined by the goddess of heaven and became 

the true treasure of the evil way and one of the twelve true treasures of the supreme emperor. 

 

In the spirit refining cauldron of hundred demons, there is a supreme Taoist method, which is called the 

supernatural evil way. 

 

Under Ye Chen's natural mechanism deduction, he immediately felt that this door was too superior to 

heaven and had a huge origin with his heavenly demon blood. 

 

If you can train into the heaven demon way, ye Chen's heaven demon blood can definitely evolve and 

transform, and be promoted to the heaven demon holy body! 

 



In the legend, the supernatural evil way is the supreme way. If you can understand it, there will be great 

benefits. 

 

If you upgrade and evolve into the heavenly demon body, ye Chen's constitution will have a qualitative 

leap! 

 

But now, the Baiyao soul refining tripod is in the hands of fengxingqiu. Ye Chen wants to upgrade, unless 

fengxingqiu is killed first and takes Baiyao soul refining Ding."When the demons come, die for me!" 

 

Fengxing meteorite is full of ferocious faces, with many demons on his feet. His body is surrounded by 

millions of demons. When he steps out of the deep demons, the endless demons are just like the tide of 

the sea, rushing through the eight wastelands, and the mountains are falling apart, and the whole world 

of giant tripod is surrounded. 

 

In the whole world of giant tripod, it is full of demons. All kinds of evil spirits are boiling and roaring, 

shaking people's mind. 

 

Fortunately, fengxingmeteor has not yet understood the supernatural evil way, nor does he have such 

great luck and talent to be able to practice as a celestial demon holy body. Otherwise, fengxingmeteor 

will become the heavenly demon king, which is really invincible. 

 

"Demon wolf smoke blade, kill!" 

 

Seeing the rolling demons coming, a wisp of smoke and evil gas came out, like a god like prison, coming 

to the universe, turning into a smoke sharp blade, like a Magic rainbow flying, spinning and killing, 

penetrating the heaven and earth, so vast. 

 

"Ancient Buddha Vajra fist, broken!" 

 

Xiao shuihan also made a bold move. His fist was covered with Vajra's thunder, the light of Buddha 

exploded, the vast sea was turbulent, and the divine rainbow was brilliant. As the Buddha came, he 

wanted to kill all the demons. 

 



"Six ways of reincarnation, the evil ghost and the mysterious female, have no intermittence and nine 

turns!" 

 

Ye Chen, seeing all kinds of demons, attacked and killed one after another. He also used the great power 

of the six reincarnations, the law of the hungry ghost road and the animal Road, and the heavenly power 

was shining. 

 

A head of demon, was dragged into the six reincarnation by Ye Chen, transformed into evil spirits, 

animals, and finally became his servants. 

 

Each of the three used means to fight against the demon of Fengxing meteor. 

 

The wind star meteor masters the spirit refining tripod of hundred demons. It can summon the great 

demons from all over the sky to assist in battle. It is very powerful. 

 

However, ye Chen three people are not weak, even in the face of millions of demon attacks, can also 

maintain invincible. 

 

"Ha ha, it's a bit of a door indeed." 

 

"But unfortunately, even if you are not killed by a million demons, you will still be swallowed up by the 

abyss." 

 

Fengxingmeteor sneered. The million demons he summoned could not kill Ye Chen and others, but it 

was enough to hold off half a stick of incense. 
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"Damn it!" 

 



Ye Chen's face sank, looking around, the sky and the earth, dense, all are empty demons, people can't 

breathe. 

 

It is impossible to kill Fengxing meteorite and save the blood dragon in half a stick of incense. There is no 

chance. 

 

Fengxing meteorite, that is really the master of six layers of heaven! 

 

Moreover, he is also in charge of the hundred demons soul refining tripod. With this magic weapon, he 

can fight with Ye Chen and others, let alone kill him with half a stick of incense. Whether he can be killed 

in the end is a question. 

 

What's more, Fengxing meteorite has an absolute card, which has not been used, that is reincarnation 

magic stele! 

 

God knows how terrible it will be once the magic tablet is revealed. 

 

Bang bang bang! 

 

Endless demons, crazy to kill, even at the cost of disintegration and self explosion, causing huge 

explosion damage. 

 

Ye Chen can only activate the source rune, protect itself and look for opportunities. 

 

Xiao shuihan and Zha Tianmo Di can only defend passively. In a short time, there is no possibility of 

counterattack at all. 

 

Time goes by bit by bit, half incense time, in the blink of an eye. 

 

"Master, I can't hold on!" 

 



Outside the giant cauldron world, came the roar of the blood dragon. 

 

Obviously, the blood dragon's support has reached the limit! 

 

How can it be so easy to suppress the abyss? 

 

XUELONG tried his best to suppress the half incense time. He had already tried his best. 

 

"Blood dragon!" 

 

Ye Chen screamed, filled with anger, anxiety, worry. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes seem to have penetrated through the walls of the huge tripod and saw the tragedy 

outside. 

 

The endless abyss encircles, the void earth annihilates, the blood dragon sits on the abyss, the breath 

gradually exhausts, the piece piece by piece scale falls unceasingly. 

 

Finally, the blood dragon lost all its strength and let out a long lament. Its body fell from the air and fell 

into the abyss below. 

 

Jie Jie Jie Jie! 

 

At the bottom of the abyss, there seemed to be hundreds of millions of demons, who gave out a sharp 

grin, waiting for the blood dragon to fall down and devour his flesh and blood and have a good meal. 

 

"The blood dragon was swallowed up by the abyss, and he died?" 

 

The dark emperor's face sank and he was aware of the changes in the outside world. 

 



"The blood dragon fell?" 

 

Xiao shuihan's face trembled and his whole body trembled. 

 

"Ha ha ha ha, that evil dragon is beyond his power and wants to suppress the abyss. He should not die! 

Deserve it 

 

Fengxingmeteor looked up at the sky and laughed wildly. Seeing the blood dragon falling into the abyss, 

he felt very happy. His eyes were filled with murderous spirit and said, "you don't have to worry. The 

abyss will come again soon. You should also be buried with you!" 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen was furious and roared: "I want you to die!" 

 

Boom! 

 

Ye Chen's fist blows, shaking the mountains, and exploding the empty space of tens of miles, such as 

hundreds of millions of horses galloping, thunder source rune, Gengjin source rune, all flowing on Ye 

Chen's skin. All kinds of source gas surging and stirring, his internal organs emit the thunder sound of sky 

drum, and it seems to be the sound of a French trumpet horn. It is as powerful as a meteor cutting 

through the sky and killing the sky's scorching sun. 

 

This is Ye Chen's fierce anger, with all kinds of source runes, burst out of a punch, the momentum is very 

domineering. 

 

"How dare you show off in front of me 

 

Feng Xingxiao dismisses it. He can see that although Ye Chen's fist is powerful and domineering, he is 

angry and has more than enough strength and less chance to change. The boxing technique has great 

flaws. 

 

"Broken!" 

 



Fengxing meteorite sees the opportunity, seizes Ye Chen's flaw, and with a little finger, a wisp of evil Qi 

shoots out like a feather arrow, just hitting Ye Chen's weakness of Qi. 

 

Poof! 

 

Ye Chen's fist power suddenly broke up, and the whole person suffered a huge shock force and vomited 

blood on the spot. 

 

Bang! 

 

In the next moment, ye Chen's body fell heavily to the ground like a shell, directly smashing out a deep 

hole, dead or alive. 

 

"Master!" 

 

When Xiao shuihan saw this scene, he suddenly lost his color. 

 

Zhang Tianmo Di's face sank. The blood dragon was engulfed by the abyss, and ye Chen lost his sense. 

He just punched too impulsively, and his moves were not rigorous enough. Fengxing meteor easily found 

the flaw and killed him with one finger. 

 

"Dare to move my master, I will tear you to pieces!" 

 

Xiao shuihan's eyes are cracked and his eyes are almost bleeding. At present, the blood dragon is 

engulfed by the abyss, and ye Chen is killed by a finger. The situation is very critical. 

 

At the critical moment of life and death, Xiao shuihan roared wildly, and the Buddha light was buzzing 

on his body. 

 

The circle of Buddha light shot out of Xiao shuihan's body and condensed into a "*" character. This "*" 

word seems to contain the law of the whole world, the heavenly power. The light of Buddha soars to the 

sky, the long river of history and the long river of tianfo are surrounded by Xiao shuihan. 



 

"* Dharma solution!" 

 

Xiao shuihan roared, and a Buddha master rose from the sky and appeared in the back of his head. He 

sat in all directions, as if the original spirit was out of the body. 

 

The Buddha has a broad body, but his face is golden and angry. He shows great courage, fighting power 

and dignity. He even wears a magic robe on Xiao shuihan."* true solution! The legendary supernatural 

power 

 

The pupil of Fengxing meteorite shrinks, but Xiao shuihan is a master of the four layers of heaven, which 

can not be underestimated. 

 

What's more, Xiao shuihanshi's method of exhibition is still the legendary supernatural power called * 

Dharma Zhenjie, which is a great killing move evolved from the Buddha's Taoism in the heaven. 

 

Once the Dharma Dharma comes down, all ghosts and spirits will be destroyed. 

 

Fengxingmeteor was originally practicing magic skills. If he was hit by Xiao shuihan, he would be 

finished. 

 

At the critical moment of Xiao shuihan's fury, all the Buddha's heavenly power broke out, which was 

unstoppable. 

 

"The shadow of the magic tablet is coming!" 

 

At the critical moment, Fengxing meteorite quickly summoned the magic stele. 

 

A wisp of magic stele's aura rolled in Fengxing's hand, and finally evolved a black stone tablet, like 

Mount Tai, in front of him. 

 

Boom! 



 

Xiao shuihan slapped him hard, but he was blocked by the stone tablet. 

 

This stone tablet, of course, is the reincarnation magic stele! 

 

Samsara magic stele, breath is very terrible, even the birth of self-consciousness. 

 

Fengxingmeteor has worked hard for tens of thousands of years, and has failed to subdue the magic 

stele. Up to now, it is still suppressed in the underground of the magic spirit palace. 

 

At present, the wind star meteorite summoned is not the body of the magic tablet, but a wisp of 

spiritual Qi virtual shadow. 

 

It's just a wisp of aura, but it's still suffocating. 

 

Xiao shuihan killed with one hand and clapped it on the magic stele, making a dull sound. However, he 

could not disperse the shadow of the magic tablet, and his palms were blocked. 

 

"What!" 

 

Xiao shuihan stares at the shadow of the magic tablet, and his eyes suddenly change. 

 

After practicing taishangtian Buddhism, he also realized the magic power of the true solution of * 

Dharma, which was enough to resist all kinds of demons, but could not break the evil spirit of samsara 

magic tablet. 

 

The legend of the reincarnation magic stele, the breath is too deep, even if it is heaven, Buddhism and 

Taoism, can not be broken. 

 

Seeing the shadow of the magic tablet coming, he felt great pressure. He had become a god demon, but 

his evil spirit was not as strong as the magic tablet. 



 

We can imagine how pure and terrible the breath of this magic tablet is. 
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"The abyss is coming again. Kill all the enemies!" 

 

Fengxingqiu pinched the formula with both hands, and his eyes were full of killing intention. He firmly 

protected his body with the shadow of the reincarnation magic stele. At the same time, he summoned 

the abyss disaster Qi. He wanted to kill with a knife. Relying on the Tianyuan Daofa Fuzhao of the eight 

old demons in the heart, he devoured Ye Chen, Zha Tianmo Di and Xiao shuihan. 

 

Whoa, whoa, whoa. 

 

Wisps of abyss disaster gas, from the outside world, surging into. 

 

The whole world of giant tripod gradually shrouded in a layer of deep breath, the earth began to 

annihilate, the tripod wall began to blur, all kinds of things, were about to be engulfed by the abyss. 

 

Ye Chen is deeply hit to the ground, also feel the boundless abyss breath, constantly attack and kill. 

 

"I'm going to fall? Together with the blood dragon, they will be swallowed up by the abyss 

 

Ye Chen's consciousness gradually became blurred, and his muscles and bones were almost crushed 

under the constant impact of the abyss disaster. 

 

"Roar!" 

 

At this time, ye Chen but heard, in the abyss outside the world, spread out a Jingtian dragon chant. 



 

This sound of dragon chant, with the majestic, magnificent, sacred, broad majesty, and even the 

heavenly power of the supreme law, is extremely overbearing. 

 

This is the roaring dragon! 

 

"What's going on?" 

 

Fengxing meteorite was shocked, but he saw a layer of golden light, reflected into the giant cauldron 

world. The whole world of giant tripod was filled with infinite golden light. Among the golden lights, a 

succession of heavenly dragons evolved, which was very spectacular. 

 

"Taishang Tianlong road! The blood dragon died, and actually understood the way of the supreme 

Heavenly Dragon! " 

 

Looking at the golden light around him, he caught the waves of the supreme law. 

 

This is the divine power of Taishang Tianlong Dao! 

 

The blood dragon was engulfed by the abyss and was on the verge of death. He actually died and 

became a posterity. He understood the way of the supreme Heavenly Dragon! 

 

Taishang Tianlong Dao is the Taoist method hidden in the Dragon beads of Yunlei emperor. After 

understanding it, it can be transformed into the Heavenly Dragon of Taishang. The Dragon Power 

suppresses all ages and sweeps the whole world. It is very powerful. 

 

"That blood dragon, is not dead yet?" 

 

Fengxing meteorite was also aware of the attack of the dragon power, and could not help but be 

shocked. 

 

This dragon power, with the pressure of supreme Taoism, is suffocating. 



 

"Master, wake up!" 

 

Ye Chen is bewildered and bewildered. He is about to be engulfed by the abyss. At this time, he hears 

the voice of the blood dragon. 

 

All of a sudden, ye Chen spirit a vibration, the whole person sober up. 

 

"Tianlong Weili, come to me." 

 

In the dark, ye Chenfu reached the soul and established a sympathetic communication with the blood 

dragon. 

 

Two people are connected by blood and can borrow from each other. 

 

At this moment, facing the phagocytosis of the abyss, ye Chen directly borrows the power of the blood 

dragon! 

 

"The power of the dragon, master the heaven and earth!" 

 

At this moment, ye Chen seems to be back in China, the days when the blood dragon's empty shadow 

surrounds the whole body! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes and eyes were bright, suddenly became vigorous and energetic, full of vitality, breath a 

little bit, the body immediately had a dragon, a piece of scales, all open, each piece of scale, do not 

know how huge, with the vigorous strength, and the breath of famine, as if from the supreme world. 

 

Boom! 

 

Ye Chen's body flew out violently. Even the abyss disaster Qi could not shackle him. 

 



Borrowing the power of the blood dragon, ye Chen turns into a dragon in an instant, and the dragon is 

powerful and fierce. 

 

Long dragon body, perched in the sky, overlooking the dust. 

 

A piece of bloody scales, with the ancient pressure, if you want to crush the starry sky. 

 

"Fengxing meteorite, your doomsday is coming!" 

 

Ye Chen stares at Fengxing meteorite, two dragon beards tremble in the wind, and his scales are all 

opened, especially the scales on his neck, which are clattering and expanding. 

 

According to the legend, the dragon has scales against it. If you touch it, you must kill it! 

 

The reverse scale of the Heavenly Dragon is untouchable. 

 

The scale overturns, symbolizing Ye Chen's strength, starts to be angry, roars, fury, soars exponentially, 

and the terror reaches the extreme. 

 

Wind Star meteorite all sorts of actions, already thoroughly enraged Ye Chen. 

 

At this moment, ye Chen uses the blood dragon's Tianlong Taoist method to incarnate as a dragon. He 

reverses the scales and reveals his majesty. 

 

"Tai Shang Tian Long Dao? It's impossible. It's impossible! How can you understand the way of heaven 

and dragon? " 

 

Fengxing meteorite was completely confused. Just now he felt that the blood dragon outside did not 

seem to fall. He even understood the way of the supreme Heavenly Dragon and wanted to reverse the 

sky. 

 



However, the blood dragon fell into the abyss. Even if he understood the Tianlong Taoism, he could not 

fly out for a while, let alone enter the world of baidemon soul refining tripod, and could not threaten 

Fengxing meteorite for the time being. 

 

But now, even ye Chen shows the way of heaven dragon and becomes the supreme dragon. His whole 

body is furious and his strong power bursts out. It seems that the steel has been crushed and exploded, 

causing terrible metal damage. The metal texture shows the real power of hegemony. 

 

This is just fantastic. The blood dragon understood the Tianlong Taoist method, and ye Chen was also 

powerful in an instant. Fengxing meteorite couldn't understand it at all.Fengxing meteorite naturally did 

not know that ye Chen and Xuelong were interlinked and could borrow from each other. 

 

In this life, the blood dragon is Ye Chen's biggest card! 

 

This time, the blood dragon's Tianlong Daofa is fully manifested in Ye Chen. Ye Chen's flying dragon 

claws are brilliant. If you want to grasp through the starry sky, grab the heavenly cover of xiangfengxing 

meteorite. 

 

Suddenly, fengxingqiu felt his scalp numb and his whole body was shaking. 

 

Although Fengxing meteorite is a master of the six layers of heaven, ye Chen now borrows the power of 

the blood dragon. He manifests the way of heaven and dragon, integrates man and dragon, and 

incarnates into the supreme dragon. Even Fengxing meteorite can't resist it. 

 

Chuckle! 

 

Ye Chen's Dragon claws, constantly tearing the void, tens of thousands of layers of space, constantly 

burst, the whole giant Ding world, are shaking, are shaking, all around a head of demons, all issued a 

desperate howl, in Ye Chen's Dragon awe, completely smashed, dissipated invisible. 

 

"Boy, you are so powerful 

 

"Fortunately, I have a magic tablet in my hand. Even if you are against the sky, you are not my enemy." 



 

"Let's show you today, what is the orthodox devil way!" 

 

"Magic gate of the world, open it!" 

 

Fengxing meteorite looks at Ye Chen's Dragon claws and feels the danger of terror. 

 

If ye Chen is hit by a claw, he is dead and has no possibility of survival. 

 

With the power of the blood dragon, ye Chen becomes the supreme dragon. With this claw, even the 

stars can be easily pinched and exploded, which is absolutely impossible for human beings to resist. 

 

At the critical moment of life and death, Fengxing meteorite urged the magic stele. 

 

Boom! 

 

There seems to be something at the bottom of the magic spirit palace, which shakes violently for a 

moment and releases endless evil Qi. 

 

These evil spirits, just like the tide. 

 

In front of Fengxing meteorite, the shadow of the magic stele collapsed completely, and then evolved 

into a huge magic gate. 

 

This magic gate is 3000 feet high. It is densely covered with magic eyes. It is full of 100000 magic eyes, 

showing the evil spirit of the world. 

 

Three thousand Zhang high magic door, 100000 magic eyes, this is the use of magic tablet spirit, 

catalysed out of the gate of call! 
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Boom! 

 

Ye Chen can clearly see that as soon as the magic gate of the ten thousand realms is condensed, it is 

suddenly opened. There is a boundless world inside. In this world, there are all kinds of demons and 

demons, all kinds of demons, and a piece of black pressure is rushing out like a tide. 

 

Fengxingmeteor used the magic tablet to summon the demons. Countless bloodthirsty big demons 

swarmed down. 

 

A head of demon, three heads and six arms, the body of a number of eyes manifest, flashing the magic 

light, every move, there is the power of the law of the world in circulation, strong will to shake the 

world, kill the sun and the moon. 

 

"So many demons have been summoned 

 

Looking around, even though he had become a god demon, he was shocked to see the demons around 

him. 

 

The wind star meteorite uses the breath of the magic stele to summon the demons of the world to 

come, and the number is probably more than ten million. 

 

In this way, the demons, dense and dense, covered the whole world of the giant tripod, and constantly 

absorbed the spirit of the hundred demons soul refining tripod. The body even changed and evolved a 

pair of demon wings behind it. 

 

The demon with demon wings hovers and strangles in the void to destroy and devour all enemies. 

 

"Reincarnation Lord, you deserve to die if you can force me to this point." 

 



Wind Star meteorite's face, slightly pale. 

 

He urged the magic stele and summoned the demons from all over the world. The wind star meteor also 

consumed a huge aura and shook his body. 

 

"Qisha Wanya pot!" 

 

Seeing all the demons in the sky, they killed one after another. The emperor of Zha Tianmo offered a pot 

of seven evil crows and summoned a crow to guard his body. 

 

Xiao shuihan also opened the true interpretation of Buddhism and protected himself with layers of 

Buddhist light. 

 

Ye Chen, however, was fearless in the face of the demons flying in the sky. With a cold smile, he said: 

"ha ha, if you can completely control the magic tablet, maybe I will be afraid of it, but unfortunately, 

your cultivation has not yet reached home. It's just a demon, what a matter!" 

 

"The supreme heaven dragon, all things turn into dragons, they are suppressed by me!" 

 

Ye Chen held the Dragon claws together, one finger and one claw vibrated, shooting out thousands of 

sacred rays, showing a heavy dragon spirit. 

 

The inexhaustible dragon Qi, like a rolling torrent, is constantly released. The surrounding magic Qi, 

contaminated by the Dragon gas, turns into golden dragons in an instant, and is completely transformed 

into dragons. 

 

In the world of giant cauldron, trees and stones have been infected by Ye Chen's dragon spirit, and have 

turned into divine dragons. 

 

"The word" dragon "is the supreme one in Honghuang. The nature of the dragon is in the body. 

Everything turns into a dragon and converts to the supreme Emperor..." 

 



A sound of loud singing, in the mouth of Ye Chen, the aura of his body, with a very strong appeal. 

 

All the demons swarmed in and touched Ye Chen's Dragon Qi. In an instant, the evil spirit faded away, 

and dragon scales, dragon horns, and dragon claws became a divine dragon. 

 

"What, you turned all the demons I summoned into dragons?" 

 

Fengxing meteorite looked at the scene in front of her eyes and was completely shocked. 

 

This scene, very shocking, is simply fantastic. 

 

Ye Chen is like the incarnation of the Dragon ancestor. Any living creature, once stained with his breath, 

will immediately change and transform into a dragon. 

 

Whether it's mountains and rivers, ants, butterflies, tigers, lions, or demons, as long as ye Chen's Dragon 

Spirit is contaminated, they all instantly evolve into dragons. 

 

This picture is really spectacular. The whole world of giant tripod, all the mountains and rivers have 

disappeared, all changed into dragons. 

 

There are also countless demons, who are entrenched in the sky. Once they are contaminated with the 

dragon spirit, they turn into dragons one after another. They snowball more and more terrifying. 

Countless demons change one after another, from the devil to the dragon. 

 

Ten thousand dragons, one million dragons, ten million dragons At the end of the day, all the demons 

turned into dragons, sending out loud and clear chants of dragons and roaring at the sky. They looked 

up to Ye Chen and worshipped Ye Chen, as if ye Chen was the ancestor of all the gods and controlled all 

the existence of heaven. 

 

Fengxing meteorite is suffocating completely. How could you expect such a great change. 

 



"No, it's impossible! Even if it is the way of the Heavenly Dragon, there is no such tyrannical means to 

turn all things into dragons! " 

 

Fengxingmeteor couldn't believe it. He felt his skin was burning. It seemed that he was going to grow 

dragon scales. 

 

Aware of this scene, Fengxing meteor was terrified, and quickly bit the tip of his tongue. A wisp of blood 

mixed with severe pain stimulated his spirit, so that he could recover his consciousness and not be 

contaminated by the dragon spirit. 

 

The giant tripod world in front of us has been completely occupied by the dragon. 

 

Ye Chen is the most huge dragon, such as the ancestor of the dragon, who dominates the heaven and 

reaches the extreme. 

 

"Unexpectedly, Fengxing meteorite, you will die in my hands after all!" 

 

Ye Chen grinned and turned against the scales. The dragon was invincible. 

 

If you are an ordinary person, you will not be able to master the magic power of turning everything into 

a dragon if you understand the way of heaven and dragon. 

 

However, the blood dragon's constitution is very special. It can perfectly integrate with the supreme 

heaven dragon road, and even evolves all kinds of supernatural powers. 

 

At the beginning, the blood dragon was inherited by the archaic ancestor dragon, and was destined to 

become the ancestor of the ten thousand way dragon. Now he understands the way of the supreme 

heaven dragon. The blood dragon has the perfusion of the supreme law, almost against the heaven.Ye 

Chen used the power of blood dragon to break out the magic power of startling the sky. With this hand, 

everything turned into a dragon and crossed the sky into a whole existence. Whether it was a demon or 

a mole ant, whether it was a starry sky or a stone, or even a nihilistic vitality, all of them were subdued 

to the dragon. It was simply a shocking means to shake the universe. 

 



"Star soul chop, die for me!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are sharp, and the Dragon claws are crushed and killed. When the claws vibrate, the 

starlight turns into sword Qi. The star soul cuts down fiercely, if it wants to break the sky. 

 

The wind star fell dead, staring big eyes, full of despair. 

 

This time, he can not resist. 

 

Ye Chen incarnates as the supreme dragon of heaven. He is invincible, not mortals can resist it. 

 

"I want you to be with me, Lord!" 

 

At the end of life, Fengxing meteorite gave out a heartrending roar. 

 

"Magic spirit palace, sky array, all urge, destroy mountains and rivers, jade and stone are burned!" 

 

A heavy seal, from the wind star meteorite hand turn up. 

 

Boom! 

 

In an instant, the wind star meteorite breath communicates with the outside world. 

 

The whole huge tripod collapsed completely and became an ordinary bronze tripod. 

 

Ye Chen and others clearly see that the whole underground world is completely shaken. 

 

Fengxingmeteor is struggling to die. She wants to burn all the jade and stone. She urges all the big arrays 

in the magic spirit palace! 



 

As you know, the core of the underground magic array is all arranged in the magic spirit palace. The 

power of these magic arrays is so strong that even the tea trees on the emperor's throne can not be 

weakened, and their power is amazing. 

 

Now, fengxingqiu not only urges all magic arrays, but also overdrafts all evil Qi, detonates them all, and 

kills Ye Chen and others. 

 

Boom! 
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The whole magic spirit palace began to collapse and burst out, and countless large arrays emerged. The 

surrounding void spirit ran away on the spot, wind, thunder, water, fire, lightning, ice, gold, wood, earth, 

light, dragon, tiger, Phoenix, etc. infinite weather, infinite array solutions, and even the explosion of 

sword Qi and the crushing of infinite law seemed to destroy the sky. 

 

Fengxing meteorite, this is destroying! 

 

He knew that he would die, and he would drag the reincarnation master to hell! 

 

Ye Chen looks at that merciless endless destruction weather, in the eye also appeared a obliteration 

idea! 

 

He finally reincarnated. He didn't want to die in the hands of a man who stole his own tomb and his own 

bones! 

 

What does Ye Chen think of! 

 

"Heaven and beast die!" 

 



The next moment, a giant beast and blood dragon shadow, in the back of Ye Chen, it turned into a light 

column! 

 

Ye Chen at this moment feels the hand holds endless huge power, low roar a way: "star soul cuts!" 

 

This time, the star light on the Sha sword is several times brighter than before. Ye Chen infuses a trace of 

mysterious spirit power accumulated in his body into the Sha sword! 

 

In a twinkling of an eye, a very dazzling star river is to hit the wind star meteorite! 

 

It's the weakest time for fengxingqiu to use such means! 

 

As long as Fengxing dies, they may still have a chance! 

 

Puff! 

 

In the spirit palace, all magic array, all triggered the moment. 

 

Ye Chen's star soul chopping also hit Fengxing meteorite, directly cutting Fengxing meteorite's body into 

two parts, together with the spirit. 

 

"Reincarnation Lord, you killed me, but you are also going to be buried here today. I have arranged for 

tens of thousands of years. You forced me to hurry up. At most, we all died together!" 

 

With a grin on his face, Fengxing's life disappeared and became a corpse. 

 

However, he has triggered all the magic array, enough for ye Chen to be buried with him! 

 

At the beginning of seizing the magic stele and digging Ye Chen's bones, Fengxing meteorite is already in 

the layout, and guard against Ye Chen's revenge and revenge. 



 

For this layout, he arranged a number of magic arrays. The magic array exploded. All the disciples of the 

magic spirit palace became the raw materials for sacrifice. One by one, they were devoured by the 

magic array and screamed and transformed into energy. 

 

Boom! 

 

One by one magic array, supported by huge energy, erupted a more terrifying breath, even shaking in 

the depths of the ground, which obviously got the spirit of the magic tablet. 

 

The core of these magic arrays is driven by magic stele, which is extremely lethal. 

 

A black storm, more terrible than the source of the storm, whirled in the void. 

 

There is also a bright flame, which constantly evolves the atmosphere of gods in the sky and the God of 

war in golden armor. 

 

The rest, the Milky Way towering, flames rolling, thunder flashing, thunderbolt roaring, endless thunder, 

like a string of bullets, to bomb the enemy. 

 

also has the towering yellow sand, rolling and surging, condensing the essence of the earth. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are numerous large arrays with different attributes. They have everything, such as gold, 

wood, water, fire, earth, wind, thunder, light and darkness. They are mixed with the rolling evil Qi and 

have evolved into thousands of weather. They are really all inclusive and shocking. 

 

All of a sudden, ye Chen and others were surrounded by a heavy array. 

 

"Master, what to do?" 

 

Xiao shuihan quickly approached Ye Chen and looked at the endless array attack and kill in front of him. 

His face was dignified. 



 

"Don't panic, you protect the blood dragon, I'll resist it!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are calm, not flustered, quickly judge the situation. 

 

These big formations are very powerful. Even if ye Chen, Xiao shuihan, and Zha Tianmo Di are combined, 

they can't be completely blocked. There will be definitely some people who will die. 

 

And now, the breath of the blood dragon is very weak and has lost its combat effectiveness. We must 

protect him. 

 

At this time, with the death of Fengxing, all the abyssal disaster gas completely disappeared. 

 

The body of the blood dragon, emerging on the ground, was very weak, lying on its back, and the Dragon 

scales lost their light. 

 

Although the blood dragon understood the way of the supreme Heavenly Dragon, his muscles and 

bones were transformed, but he just lent it to Ye Chen. He spent too much money and needed to rest. 

 

When the rest is over, the blood dragon's aura will be restored and transformed into a Heavenly Dragon. 

He will be full of brilliant glory! 

 

However, the problem is that the blood dragon is still very weak. It is in danger of falling down at any 

time in the face of all kinds of magic array attacks. 

 

"Be careful." 

 

The dark devil emperor stepped out to protect the blood dragon. The smoke and evil gas condensed into 

a shield to resist the impact of the surrounding magic array. 

 

Thank you very much 



 

Blood dragon eyes with a trace of turbidity, he just forced to suppress the abyss, the reverse bite is too 

heavy, and then lend a force to Ye Chen, now has collapsed. 

 

It will be very difficult to do so in the future. 

 

"It's OK." 

 

The demon emperor was dignified, and the magic array was rolling in front of him, covering the whole 

world and interweaving with each other. I'm afraid it's hard to defeat the emperor if he wants to kill 

him. He has to find another way. 

 

"Xiao, you also go to protect the blood dragon. Give me the magic array here."Ye Chen clenched his fist, 

and his fighting spirit was high. 

 

"Master, do you have a way?" 

 

Xiao shuihan is shocked. There are so many magic arrays in front of him, and his breath is so terrible. Is 

there any way ye Chen can resist it? 

 

You know, even Xiao shuihan, the master of four layers of heaven, is helpless in the face of so many 

arrays. 

 

Ye Chen grinned and looked at the emperor of Wuqu. 

 

The emperor of Wuqu also sat on the ground to heal his wounds, with a piece of reincarnation bone 

suspended on his head. 

 

All kinds of magic array, rolling kill, but actually did not hurt the emperor of Wuqu. 

 

That section of reincarnation road bone, released the bright brilliance, as if formed a layer of boundary, 

protected him. 



 

Obviously, the reincarnation blood is superior to the heaven. Even the magic array here dare not hurt. 

 

Because these magic formations are driven by magic steles, which dare not violate the majesty of 

reincarnation. 

 

Ye Chen's reincarnation blood has not been fully recovered, and he can't be immune to the magic array 

for the time being. But if he can recapture the Dao bone of the previous life, the situation will be 

different. 

 

"Emperor Wuqu, give it back to me!" 

 

Ye Chen stares at the emperor of Wuqu coldly and says in a voice. 

 

The emperor of Wuqu is aware of Ye Chen's eyes, and his heart is cold and creepy. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen's momentum is very terrible, and the Tianlong Taoist method is gradually 

fading away. However, ye Chen's palm is like the claws of a dragon, and there are lofty dragon horns on 

top of his head, which is very powerful. 

 

What's more terrible is that ye Chen has just transformed the demon into a dragon. The Dragon 

occupies infinite time and space and surrounds his body. All his actions and actions, there is a burst of 

dragon power to suppress people's mind. 

 

"Good, reincarnation Lord, what a great prestige!" 

 

"You won today. I'm the emperor of Wuqu. I'm convinced." 

 

"I'll give you this piece of bone. We'll clear up our gratitude and resentment. Don't look for me for 

revenge in the future." 

 

The emperor of Wuqu, with his eyes flashing, agreed to return the reincarnation Daogu. 



 

Now that Fengxing meteorite is dead and the culprit has been removed, the guilt of emperor Wuqu has 

been greatly reduced, so there is no need to resist. 

 

And obediently return Dao Gu, also can end cause and effect, later Ye Chen won't find him revenge. 
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Although, if you really want to start, Wuqu emperor is definitely not the enemy of Ye Chen now. 

 

But now, ye Chen is facing the attack of thousands of magic array, and the magic tablet has not been 

found, so we can't waste too much energy. 

 

Therefore, ye Chen doesn't want to fight with emperor Wuqu any more. 

 

As long as the emperor of Wuqu is willing to return Daogu obediently, don't give ye Chen any more 

stumbling blocks, ye Chen is willing to let him go. 

 

The emperor of Wuqu is very clear-minded, so he will not be stupid enough to be the enemy of Ye Chen. 

 

Whoosh! 

 

In an instant, Emperor Wuqu got up and flew to the distance. Under the protection of reincarnation 

Daogu, no magic array hurt him. 

 

Far away from the breath of the magic array, the emperor of Wuqu made sure that he was safe. He 

threw the Daogu to Ye Chen and said, "farewell, Lord of reincarnation." 

 

With that, the figure of emperor Wuqu disappeared into the darkness. 



 

Hiss! 

 

That piece of bone, with dazzling brilliance, flies to come. 

 

Bang! 

 

Ye Chen catches it steadily and looks at the distant figure of emperor Wuqu, his eyes twinkle. 

 

Now the cause and effect between Ye Chen and Emperor Wuqu is settled. 

 

From then on, ye Chen will not go to him for revenge. 

 

However, Emperor Wuqu was a traitor who killed Yan Changge. Later, ye Chen would not be in charge of 

rapacious wolf emperor and other saints who wanted to revenge. 

 

Recapture reincarnation road bone, between Ye Chen palm, feel a burst of warmth. 

 

This section of bone, like a section of warm jade, warm ocean. 

 

Ye Chen feels the breath of reincarnation, six auras, rolling and coming. 

 

Now, it seems that there is a part of the reincarnation of Zhao Bichen. 

 

"If I can completely integrate this osteotomy bone, my cultivation should be able to break through 

again?" 

 

Ye Chen thought, a burst of excitement in his heart. 

 



Boom! 

 

At this time, the surrounding a heavy magic array seems to have spirituality. As soon as you feel Ye 

Chen's breath, they all quickly retreat and no longer attack him. 

 

Ye Chen holds the reincarnation road bone in his hand, as if surpassing the heaven, all evil spirits dare 

not hurt. 

 

Xiao shuihan and the emperor of covering the sky are a bit stunned when they see this scene. 

 

The law of reincarnation in the legend is indeed powerful! 

 

"Cold water, master devil, I will escort you out!" 

 

"Protect the blood dragon, and help me to subdue the tree demon of Taishang tea tree!" 

 

"Next, I'm going to capture the reincarnation magic tablet myself!" 

 

Ye Chen quickly decides that the stone tablet of reincarnation is still buried deep in the magic spirit 

palace, which should be under the ground of a forbidden area. 

 

Now, before fengxingxiao's death, he has opened all magic formations. The situation here is too 

dangerous. It's easy to hurt the blood dragon. 

 

Ye Chen doesn't want to let the blood dragon have an accident, so we must send the blood dragon out 

as soon as possible! 

 

"Reincarnation road bone, tear void!" 

 

Ye Chen burst out a drink, sacrifice the reincarnation road bone, hard in the heavy magic array under the 

lock, opened up a void tunnel. 



 

This empty tunnel is full of golden light, and the six breath is strong and magnificent. All kinds of evil 

spirits can not be infected. 

 

"Master, I believe in your decision!" 

 

Xiao shuihan made a decision and immediately set foot on the channel with the blood dragon. 

 

Although Xiao shuihan wanted to stay and fight with Ye Chen, he believed ye Chen's decision more. 

 

Since ye Chen decided to stay alone, there is naturally his reason. 

 

The road ahead is too dangerous. More people may lead to more chaos. 

 

"Boy, be careful. I will protect the blood dragon." 

 

Seeing ye Chen deeply, he stepped into the void tunnel. 

 

Boom! 

 

At the moment when two people stepped on the tunnel, the surrounding infinite magic array suddenly 

exploded. 

 

Fengxingmeteor's method before death is not only to activate the magic array, but also to detonate it! 

 

At last, the magic cloud exploded. It was so terrible. 

 

Xiao shuihan and the emperor of covering the sky were shocked when they saw this scene. 

 



Ye Chen's reincarnation skeleton can only guard against the attack of the magic array, but not the 

explosion. 

 

Now all magic arrays, all burst, no matter what reincarnation Lord, are indiscriminate killing. 

 

Ye Chen fell into the heavy explosion, even if there is reincarnation, how can we resist it? 

 

"Reincarnation road bone, protect me really spirit!" 

 

"Baiyao soul refining tripod, take it to me!" 

 

Ye Chen is not flustered, as if the explosion of these magic array is in his expectation. 

 

Hum! 

 

Ye Chen pinches the Jue to move, palm one move, that one hundred demon soul refining tripod, dribble 

slip, reduce to three inch size, fall in his palm. 

 

Baiyao soul refining tripod was originally the magic weapon of Fengxing meteorite. Now Fengxing 

meteorite is dead. If this magic weapon loses its owner, ye Chen can take it and launch the reincarnation 

blood, and immediately erase the remaining mark on it.This hundred demon soul refining tripod belongs 

to Ye Chen completely. 

 

Boom! 

 

Layers of magic array are exploding around Ye Chen's body. The loud explosion makes Ye Chen's ears 

hum and his body feel like being shattered. 

 

If it wasn't for the protection of reincarnation and terror vitality, ye Chen would have been blown up. 

 



In the face of such a terrible explosion, ye Chen is not at all flustered, firmly holding a hundred demons 

soul refining tripod. 

 

Starting with Baiyao soul refining tripod, ye Chen immediately felt that he had a resonance 

communication with the sky demon blood in his body. 

 

"The God's evil way, temper and transform!" 

 

"TIANYAO Weili, bless me 

 

"Heaven demon holy body, open!" 

 

Ye Chen roars repeatedly, and the body of the heavenly demon communicates with the hundred demon 

soul refining tripod. In a single moment, it leads to the supreme Taoism hidden in the soul refining 

tripod. 

 

This taishangdao method is called taishangtian demon way. After understanding, you can improve your 

physique, evolve and upgrade, and become the heavenly demon holy body! 

 

In an instant, ye Chen understood the way of heaven's demons. All kinds of great powers poured into his 

body. A trace of evil spirit from the supreme world rolled together. 

 

Hum! 

 

Ye Chen's whole body is full of dazzling demon light, and his body constitution has a huge 

transformation in an instant. The holy light is vast and the evil spirit is soaring to the sky. 

 

In the past, the body of the heavenly demon has finally evolved into the body of the heavenly demon! 

 

All kinds of air, all over the sky, all kinds of air, all over the sky, the sky, the sky, the sky, the sky, the sky, 

the sky, the sky, the sky, the sky, the sky, the sky, the sky, the sky, the sky, the sky, the sky, the sky, the 

sky, the sky, the sky, the sky, the sky, the sky, the sky, the sky, the sky, the sky. 



 

Ye Chen seems to be the terror demon who dominates the sky. His violent constitution is enough to 

crush ten thousand dharmas, and his immortal power is enough to destroy all existence. 

 

"Seven Star demon, cut body!" 

 

Ye Chen suddenly drinks, the heavenly demon holy body erupts to the extreme, the muscles and bones 

burst, every inch of pores, all emit a roar, as if there are stars exploding in Ye Chen's meridians. 

 

Boom! 

 

With a sword cut out, Longyuan Tianjian is in hand. Ye Chen is mingled with the holy body power of 

explosion, and cuts forward. 

 

A towering sword light, with the terrible momentum of cutting through the world, marches forward, 

rolling and killing. 

 

In front of them, there are explosive magic arrays and countless mushroom clouds. In a moment, they 

are all killed, suppressed and crushed by Ye Chen. 

 

Heaven and earth is one of the empty, the wind is cool. 

 

Ye Chen, who has realized the way of heaven demon and briefly opened the holy body of heaven 

demon, is just a sword in his hand, which has the momentum of crushing everything. 

 

Xiao shuihan and the emperor of covering the sky were shocked and speechless when they saw this 

scene. 

 

They didn't expect that ye Chen could understand the heaven evil way and sweep all the threats at the 

last dangerous moment. 

 

Hum! 



 

Before they could make any sound, they were sent away by the samsara tunnel. 

 

At the next moment, Xiao shuihan and Zha Tianmo Di, with their blood dragons, appeared in a safe 

place, which is still the underground world. However, they are far away from the magic spirit palace and 

will not be involved in any more. 

 

Bang bang bang! 

 

In front of us, there was a loud fight. 

 

Yan Kun and eternal king are fighting with the tea tree of Taishang. 

 

Xiao shuihan and Zha Tianmo Di exchanged eyes, and they quickly ran up. 

 

The terror wave of the magic spirit palace, the Taishang tea tree has already caught the cause and 

effect. Seeing Xiao shuihan and Zha Tianmo Di coming back, the tree body of Taishang tea tree shakes 

violently, and the old face emerging on the trunk sends out a euphemistic sigh. 

 

"Fengxing died?" Asked the tea tree. 

 

"Well." The dark emperor nodded gently. 

 

"Are you going to kill me?" Taishang tea tree seems to be a lot older, issued a sad voice. 

 

"No, the reincarnation Lord wants to subdue you. Do you intend to surrender?" Asked the emperor. 

 

"Hehe, the reincarnation master, I'm afraid he can't protect himself?" 

 

With a cold smile, the tea tree seems to have discerned something dangerous. 



 

"Where has Ye Chen gone? Why is the blood dragon so weak? " 

 

The eternal King stopped fighting. Seeing the dying blood dragon, he quickly took out some pills and fed 

them to the dragon. 

 

Now the dark emperor and Xiao shuihan are back, but ye Chen is not seen. He is very worried when he is 

the eternal saint. 

 

Yan Kun even asked, "what's wrong with your brother? Did you really kill fengxingqiu 

 

Xiao shuihan said: "master killed Fengxing meteor, but he has not got the magic tablet. Now he is going 

to go to the forbidden area of the magic spirit palace and seize the magic tablet!" 

 

Taishang tea tree also said with a smile: "that piece of magic stele, Fengxing meteor has been planning 

for tens of thousands of years, but has not succeeded. How can you succeed? The reincarnation Lord is 

dead. That magic tablet has already given birth to self-consciousness and the wisdom of the owner. He 

will not yield to anyone! " 

 

Xiao shuihan said: "just a tree demon, shut up, you are not qualified to talk about my master!" 

 

The emperor's face sank, but seeing Xiao shuihan's arrogant appearance, it was obviously not easy to 

provoke. It said nothing more, saying: "if the reincarnation master does not die, I am willing to 

surrender, but if he insists on seizing the magic tablet, he must be finished. Even if I want to surrender, 

he will not accept me.""You are willing to surrender, of course, it would be better. We will wait here for 

a while. I don't believe that boy will fall so easily." 

 

The tea tree of the supreme emperor was willing to submit to the emperor, and saved him a fight. 

 

At present, people stay here, waiting for ye Chen to return. 

 

Now ye Chen recaptured his previous life's Dao bone, understood the way of heaven's demons, and 

greatly increased his strength. No one believed that he would fall apart except Taishang tea tree. 
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At the same time, ye Chen broke through the explosion of the magic array, and sent away the demon 

emperor and others. He solved all the hidden worries and finally planned to seize the magic tablet with 

all his heart and soul. 

 

Ye Chen took a deep breath and pinched the formula with his fingers. Suddenly, he felt that the fog was 

heavy in front of him. He was dying. It was very dangerous. 

 

If he insists on seizing the magic tablet, he may even have a problem coming back alive. 

 

"With my strength now, I'm still dying!" 

 

"Is that magic tablet so powerful?" 

 

"It seems that the more to the back, the more difficult it is to obtain it." 

 

Ye Chen's face sank. The building of the magic spirit palace is constantly collapsing. He has no time to 

hesitate. If he continues to delay, when the magic spirit palace collapses completely and the forbidden 

area is buried, the reincarnation magic monument will always be buried under the ground, and there 

will be no chance to excavate it. 

 

"Countless dragon, guard the yellow spring, suppress the abyss, protect my true spirit!" 

 

Ye Chen strode forward, and at the same time offered sacrifices to the chart of the yellow spring. He 

beat all the countless dragon spirits around his body in time and space. 

 

Roar! 

 



Suddenly, the Dragon flew into the world of the yellow spring and roared loudly in the sky. 

 

Ye chenyin Jue move, the gods of the sky, one after another into a meteor like fall, fall into the yellow 

spring map of the world. 

 

These countless dragons are transformed by demons. They are full of aura. All of them are buried in the 

earth of the huangquan world. 

 

Ye Chen's world of the netherworld had been reduced to ruins, but under the blood and flesh of the 

dragon, it gradually radiated vitality. 

 

The deep disaster gas lingering in the world of the yellow spring is like the snow under the scorching 

sun, which is quickly disintegrated by the Dragon Qi. 

 

The holy river of huangquan, which was once cut off, has resumed its circulation. 

 

In the river, there are countless dragon spirits, weaving and interweaving. 

 

The sacrificial dragons have turned into dragon spirits and become the real guardians of the huangquan 

map, lurking in the holy river of huangquan. 

 

Ye Chen's yellow spring world has finally come back to life. Mountains, rivers, flowers and trees have 

been re evolved. There are also birds and animals, insects, birds and fish, which gradually appear and 

are full of vitality. 

 

However, the foundation of qi movement in the world of the yellow spring has not been restored. The 

life scene of these mountains and rivers is very shallow, and it is in danger of being destroyed at any 

time. 

 

"Well, my world of doom has been restored, but my foundation of Qi has not yet been reunited." 

 



"Unless I can take the tea tree of Taishang and transplant that old tree into my world, in this way, by 

virtue of the aura of Taishang, my Qi foundation can be restored." 

 

Ye Chen thought, for him, the most important thing is the foundation of Qi, which is the root of his own, 

can not be lost. 

 

If you want to defeat master xuanjiyue and Emperor Shitian, you can't rely on combat effectiveness 

alone. One life, two fortunes and three geomantic omens are indispensable. The foundation of qi 

movement is particularly important. 

 

Therefore, the chart of the yellow spring must be restored, and it is not allowed to be destroyed. 

 

At present, ye Chen has transformed such a number of divine dragons through the way of the Heavenly 

Dragon of the supreme emperor, which can be regarded as the restoration of the world style of the 

yellow spring map. However, the foundation of the qi movement still depends on the nourishment of 

the tea tree of Taishang. 

 

"There are Xiao shuihan and the emperor of covering the sky. That tree demon should not dare to resist 

me." 

 

Ye Chen calmed down and collected the picture of the yellow spring. 

 

There should be no problem in repairing the chart of the yellow spring. As long as you subdue Taishang 

tea tree, all problems can be easily solved. 

 

At present, there is only one difficulty in front of Ye Chen, that is the magic stele! 

 

If the capture of the magic stele fails, ye Chen may not even be able to go back alive. 

 

All the way, ye Chen soon came to the depths of the magic spirit palace. The whole palace had 

collapsed. Only a forbidden area in front of Ye Chen was still in good condition. 

 



In this forbidden area, there stands a gate. The gate, in the color of bronze, constantly exudes the breath 

of vastness, antiquity, supreme authority, grandeur and majesty. I don't know what material it was 

made of. 

 

Ye Chen touched the gate, and immediately felt that the material of the casting gate should have fallen 

from the supreme world. It was a special kind of ore, very solid. 

 

As soon as ye Chen touched it, the gate exploded with a heavy ban, and a piece of sparks, terrible 

lightning penetrated through. 

 

Fortunately, ye Chen's constitution is already the heavenly demon holy body, which is very strong. These 

prohibitions can't hurt him. 

 

If you change to do a few days ago, ye Chen touched this gate will be banned and severely damaged. 

 

It can be imagined that the forbidden atmosphere of this gate is so terrible. 

 

"Holy water of the yellow spring, dispel the prohibition!" 

 

Ye Chen calms his mind and mobilizes the holy water of the yellow spring, which has just been restored, 

to scour the prohibition on the bronze door. 

 

Whoa. 

 

Under the flushing of the yellow spring water, the forbidden breath on the door was suddenly purified. 

 

The restored holy water of huangquan is more powerful in purifying the breath than in the past, 

because ye Chen has acquired the essence of reincarnation, and his own reincarnation law has been 

improved, along with the power of the chart of the yellow spring. 

 



The magic weapon of the chart of the yellow spring is symbiotic with the reincarnation master. It 

belongs to the gifted magic weapon. Only the owner of the reincarnation blood can use it.The stronger 

the reincarnation of Ye Chen, the stronger the power of the chart of the yellow spring. 

 

"Star soul chop, break it for me!" 

 

After dispelling the prohibition on the bronze door, ye Chen's soul body transformed into a sword, and 

the star soul's light bloomed. The sword's spirit was like a rainbow, and it was hard to crack. 

 

Click. 

 

Suddenly, the whole bronze door was split a crack by Ye Chen. 

 

With Ye Chen's current strength, the star soul is so strong that he can kill the star and destroy the moon, 

but he can't destroy the bronze door. It's just a crack. We can imagine how strong the door is. 

 

Whoosh! 

 

After splitting the bronze door, ye Chen quickly gets into the cave, and is ready to protect himself with 

the painting of the yellow spring, the six samsara, the bones of huidao, and various source symbols. 

 

Behind the bronze door, however, is a world of darkness and impermanence. It emits all kinds of evil 

spirits, and there are countless voices of ghosts crying and howling. 

 

Ye Chen's hair was creepy, and there was no reason for a burst of scalp numbness. 

 

He felt that his body's dust stele, wind tablet, poison tablet and so on reincarnation xuanbei, the breath 

actually sank down, as if in fear, trembling. 

 

Obviously, the magic stele buried here gives birth to self-consciousness, has a very strong prestige, can 

suppress other reincarnation xuanbei, very strong. 

 



Ye Chen goes deep step by step, as if in the world of demons. 

 

A piece of magic Qi flows in front of Ye Chen's eyes. Among these magic Qi's tumbling, it evolves into an 

ancient picture. 

 

These pictures seem to represent the history of ancient demons. 

 

Ye Chen faintly saw wanxu temple! 

 

The ancient demons, tearing and roaring, are actually pounding the temple of wanxu. It seems that they 

want to shake the world of the superior! 

 

The whole supreme world, because of the impact of archaic demons, was shaking violently, the stars 

collapsed, the road was worn out, and countless lives were destroyed. 

 

Then, ye Chen even saw the figure of the goddess of heaven! 

 

The goddess of heaven is gorgeous and dignified. She holds a sword in the sky and kills demons. 

 


